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Abstract
Neural network machine translation systems have recently demonstrated encouraging results. We examine the performance of a recently proposed recurrent neural
network model for machine translation on the task of Japanese-to-English translation. We observe that with relatively little training the model performs very well
on a small hand-designed parallel corpus, and adapts to grammatical complexity
with ease, given a small vocabulary. The success of this model on a small corpus
warrants more investigation of its performance on a larger corpus.
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Introduction

Among the major problems in natural language processing, the problem of machine translation has
proved both one of the most enticing, as well as one of the least approachable. Over the course of its
history many approaches have been applied, from traditional, labor-intensive rule-based methods to
the more recent statistical methods. Still, as a couple minutes spent on Google Translate, an online
translator which uses statistical machine translation, will indicate, there is still a long way to go
before one can consider this problem solved in any useful capacity.
However, the efficacy of a machine translation system is also heavily dependent on the language
pair under consideration. For example, though there are still grammatical structures which are not
translated appropriately, statistical machine translation between language pairs such as French and
English is considered to have achieved enough accuracy to be somewhat useful in practice. The
same can be said of statistical machine translation between the majority of Romance languages,
which in general produces substantially better results than machine translation between English and
languages of non-European origin, such as Japanese.
Although the common root of these languages provides an explanation as to why they work better,
another reason is the abundance of expert-translated corpora between English and the Romance
languages, particularly the European Union parliamentary notes, which are simultaneously recorded
in all the official languages of the participating nations.
Recent advances in deep learning have led to the dominance of neural network-based methods in
various subfields of artificial intelligence, the success found in computer vision using convolutional
neural network models. Though neural network-based machine translation models have yet to match
the state-of-the-art phrase-based statistical learning methods, the gap is closing at an encouraging
pace as new models tailored to the task of machine translation are being developed and fine-tuned
[23].
In this paper we examine the performance of some recently developed models for machine translation using deep learning in application to Japanese-to-English machine translation.
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Related Work

Machine translation has been an active research topic since the 1950’s [11]. Originally, systems
were developed using dictionaries and rules for producing correct word order, and researchers tried
to use knowledge of language to improve their models. In the 1990’s, statistical methods based on
corpora of translation examples began to emerge [13]. Eventually, these methods became dominant
due to the availability of large corpora, software for performing basic translation processes (such as
alignment, filtering, reordering, etc.), and computational speed. Some rule-based pieces do remain
in machine translation systems, however.
Neural networks have also been applied to natural language processing for some time [15]. Using
neural networks to learn a statistical model of the distribution of word sequences, and operating at a
large scale, was achieved in 2003 by Bengio et al. [4]. Recurrent and recursive neural networks have
been used successfully for natural language processing tasks and achieved close to state-of-the-art
accuracy in machine translation [1] [2] [5] [14] [17] [21].
The particular problem of machine translation between English and Japanese has a long history
as well. In a 1982 paper by Nagao [18] implements a rule-based machine translation system by
attmepting to transfer grammatical concepts between the two languages. More recently, a paper by
Tamura, et al. [24] applies statistical machine translation methods to word alignment models using
recurrent neural networks. However, the authors state that the results on machine translation achieve
only a baseline level of success.
Recently, neural networks have received more attention in machine translation [12] [7] [23]. These
models often take an encoder-decoder approach to learn translations. In this approach, an encoder
neural network reads a source sentence and encodes it into a fixed-length vector. A translation is
then made by the decoder, which decodes the fixed-length vector into a sentence of variable length.
The system is trained to maximize the conditional probability of a correct translation given a source
sentence. Recurrent neural networks with long short-term memory (LSTM) or gated recurrent units
(GRUs) achieve close to state-of-the-art performance to conventional phrase-based systems on some
translation tasks [23].
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Approach

In this paper we examine the performance of two recently developed models for neural machine
translation on a handful of parallel corpora.
3.1

Model

Our main experiments were run using the model proposed in a 2014 paper by Bahdanau, Cho, and
Bengio [3], which the authors call RNNsearch. RNNsearch is a generalization of a previous model
proposed earlier in 2014 by Cho et al. [7] called RNN Encoder-Decoder, which is an architecture
that learns to simultaneously align and translate. The implementation of these two models that
we trained and adapted is available in a public Python framework on Theano called Groundhog,
developed by Pascanu, Gulchere, and Cho from the LISA lab at University of Montreal.1
A bidirectional recurrent neural network (BiRNN) is used as the encoder in this architecture.
BiRNNs, first proposed in 1997 by Schuster and Paliwal [22], concatenate the hidden state given
by the forward hidden state of an RNN that reads the source sentence as it is ordered and the backward hidden state of an RNN that reads the source sentence in reverse. These models are able to
capture summaries of both the proceeding and following words around a target word. For the activation functions of the RNN, a gated hidden unit (GRU), proposed by Cho et al. in 2014 [7] are used.
GRUs are able to learn long-term dependencies in data, which is important in machine translation.
These units are similar to LSTM units.
Specifically, the forward hidden states are computed as follows:
(
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Available at https://github.com/lisa-groundhog/GroundHog.
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is the ith hidden state,
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is the ith reset gate, and the backward hidden states are computed in the same fashion and then
concatenated. In computing the forward and backward reset gate, hidden state, and update gates
−→ −→ −
→
at each step i, the backward and forward gates use different weight matrices Wz , Wr , W ∈
−
→
−
→
→
−
Rn×m , Uz , Ur , U ∈ Rn×n , but share the same word embedding matrix E ∈ Rm×Kx . m and n
are the word embedding dimensionality and the number of hidden units.
A RNN with GRUs is also used as the decoder. The context vectors are recomputed at each step
using an alignment model. With the context vector fixed as the final forward hidden state, the
RNNsearch model reduces to the RNN Encoder-Decoder model mentioned above. In the decoder
the hidden states si are computed as:
si = (1 − zi ) ◦ si−1 + zi + s˜i ,
using raw states
s˜i = tanh(Eyi + U [ri ◦ si−1 ] + Cci ),
and update gates
zi = σ(Wz Eyi + Uz si−1 + Cz ci ,
where
ri = σ(Wr Eyi + Ur si−1 + Cr ci )
are the reset gates. E is the word embedding matrix in the target language, Wz , Wr , W ∈
n×n
Rn×m , Uz , Ur , U ∈ R
, and
Cz , Cr , C ∈ Rn×2n are weights. The initial hidden state s0 is
←
−
computed by s0 = tan Ws h1 , where Ws ∈ Rn×n .
ci are the context vectors, recomputed at each step as
ci =

Tx
X

αij hj ,

j=1

where Tx is the length of the source sentence and the weights αij define the alignment model as
follows:
exp(eij )
αij = PTx
,
k=1 exp(eik )
which is a normalization of
eij = vaT tanh(Wa si−1 + Ua hj )
which model the alignment of input word i with output word j.
The probability of a target word yi is given by:
p (yi |si , yi−1 , ci ) ∝ exp yiT Wo ti
where




T
ti = max{}t̃i,2j−1 , t̃i,2j j=1,...,l

and t̃i,k is the k-th element of a vector t̃i , which is computed by
t̃i = Uo si−1 + Vo Eyi−1 + Co ci
Wo ∈ RKy ×l , Uo ∈ R2l×n , Vo ∈ R2l×m , and Co ∈ R2l×2n are weight matrices.
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3.2

Data

There are a number of large English-Japanese parallel corpora publicly available. Among them is
the roughly 500,000 sentence-pair Kyoto wiki corpus, consisting of translated paragraphs written
about various aspects of life and culture in Kyoto, Japan. Other large corpora include the TED
corpus, a large collection of bilingual subtitles from TED talks, and the Tanaka corpus, a roughly
150,000 sentence-pair collection of student translated Japanese sentences. The first two translations
are professional, while the third consists mostly of accurate translations, with occasional unnatural
English translations of more grammatically complex or idiomatic phrases.
We use a publicly available Japanese language parser called TinySegmenter (available at [9]) to split
the sentences of the corpora into tokens (roughly the equivalent of words in English – the distinction
is substantially more ambiguous in Japanese).
Due to the time-intensive training required of these translation models on large corpora, we found
that training on any of the corpora listed above would not be possible with our limited resources and
time. At first we decided to train on a subset of the above corpora, but found that by randomly selecting a subset of the Tanaka corpus, the variety in sentence structure and vocabulary (compounded
with the inconsistency of the translations and transcriptions – for example, there are multiple ways
to write most words in Japanese) proved prohibitory to training a good model on a small dataset.
This led us to develop our own hand-crafted parallel corpora to explore how quickly the models can
adapt to various linguistic features being introduced into a small corpus with a small vocabulary. The
features we wished to include in the corpus were (a) a relatively small vocabulary compared to the
number of sentences, (b) consistent transcriptions of words and consistent word segmentation, (c)
consistent translation of grammatical phrases, and (d) a variety of sentences of different grammatical
structures.
The hand-designed corpus we settled on, a subset of which is shown in Figure 1 below, consists of
simple sentences of similar forms such as “He is going to school,” varying the tense (“He went to
school”), the subject (“She went to school”), the indirect object (“He is going to the bank”), and
adding negation (“He is not going to school”). The idea is that if we restrict the vocabulary as much
as possible while still varying the sentence structure in subtle, but important ways, we can check on
slight out-of-sample variations whether or not the model can extrapolate to sentences constructed
from grammatical structures and vocabulary that it has learned.

Figure 1: Subset of handmade corpus.

3.3

Measuring the Results

We evaluate the performance of our models on the corpora by use of a standard evaluation metric
for machine translation called BLEU. This metric was initially proposed in a 2002 paper by Papineni, Kishore, et al. [19]. It measures precision of a machine translated phrase in comparison to a
human translated reference phrase by counting matching n-gram pairs and taking its proportion to
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the number of words in the reference phrase. Papineni, Kishore, et al. argue that the BLEU metric
strongly correlates with expert human evaluation, and thus in general makes for a good substitute
evaluation metric, in the absence of the extremely time-intensive method of human evaluation. The
BLEU score gives us a means to compare the results from our two models to one another, for a fixed
corpus.
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Experiment

In this section we detail the experiments we ran, using the RNNsearch model described in section
3.1, and the results we obtained.
4.1

Tanaka Corpus

We first attempted to train an RNNsearch model on a subset of the publicly available, approximately
150,000 sentence-pair, student-translated Tanaka corpus. For this model, we set the size of the
hidden layer to be 1000 units, the word embedding dimensionality to be 620 and the size of the
maxout hidden layer in the deep output to be 500, and the number of hidden units in the alignment
model to be 1000. We initialized the recurrent weight matrices as random orthogonal matrices. Wa
and Ua were initialized by sampling each element from the Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and
variance 0.001. All the elements of Va and all the bias vectors were initialized to zero. Any other
weight matrix was initialized by sampling from the Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and variance
0.01. Training was performed using minibatch stochastic gradient descent using Adadelta (Zeiler
2012) to update the learning rate.
However, after training on a subsample of 1000 sentence-pairs for many hours, we found that the
training examples were still being predicted very badly, and the loss function was decreasing at too
slow a pace for us to obtain any results by the deadline. We found that some training examples
were predicted exactly (indicating that rather than learning any sort of structure it was just fitting
examples to one another), while others were simply guessed wrong. Figure 2 below shows a couple
examples of translations given by the model:.

Figure 2: Sample training set translations, Tanaka corpus.
For these reasons we switched over to designing a small hand-crafted parallel corpus which we could
train quickly and obtain accurate out-of-sample translations.
4.2

Hand-Crafted Corpus

In the absence of any conclusive results from training a model on the Tanaka corpus, we resolved to
design our own hand-crafted parallel corpus, as detailed in section 3.2, and to train an RNNsearch
model on it. Using a test set we designed by taking examples from the training set and permuting
the vocabulary slightly, so as to create different but very similar examples, we were able to test
our model’s predictions, to see if it could extrapolate from grammatical structures and vocabulary
that it has seen during training. We found that the model converged to near-perfect accuracy on the
training set within minutes, unsurprising due to the size of the dataset, vocabulary, and model. A
few translations made by our model are shown in Figure 3 below.
Using our test set as described above as a validation set to decide the best hidden layer size (since
we definitely had to shrink it from the previous, much larger model to avoid overfitting), we trained
models and computed the BLEU scores of our translations. The best score was obtained with a
hidden layer size of 10, for which we obtained a score of 0.73. Out of the 32 examples in the test
set, 21 of our translations were exactly correct, and another 8 generated the correct translation and
marked it as second best (the model outputs 24 translations in order of likelihood, as in Figure 4
below, where the correct translation is marked in red)
5

Figure 3: Sample training set translations, hand-crafted corpus.

Figure 4: Sample test set translations. The correct translations are marked in red.
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Conclusion

We successfully implemented the RNNsearch model and trained it on different datasets. Our model
was able to extrapolate to out-of-sample sentences of similar structure and vocabulary to examples
in the training set, making exact translations with relatively high accuracy. Although we did not
have the time or resources to train on a larger corpus, the result is encouraging that this model, if
trained on a larger dataset, can yield good predictions as well.
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